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(Music Sales America). Learn blues-style harmonica with one of the world's greatest players, Don

Baker. Discover the techniques of cross-playing, note bending, triplet tonguing and tone control to

create all those bluesy sounds.
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Geez! What, does it cost A LOT to put tracks on a CD? The CD that accompanies this book is,

that's right, one track. Yet the sections are really discreet lessons. That's annoying; I have to zip on

search past the beginning every time I start and stop this CD.The book has some useful stuff and it

does have music notation mixed with the usual draw-blow notation used for harmonica. And the

section on bending notes is excellent--it has practice riffs that test your ability to bend the note down

halves and whole notes. There is even a one-hole three-note bent riff. Nice to learn. And the theory

is better explained than in some books plus the written-out musical notation blues songs are

great.There are some useful tricks in here, so you have to forgive the silly idea of a one track cd.

The sections are played quickly, so if you want to play along or listen again, you have to restart the

CD. Maybe you can create an audio cassette tape cut into sections and cued for reference by

lesson. I might try that, as I found a lot of merit in this book and CD package.

So you want to learn the Harmonica? Well look someplace else. This book is pants!!! It goes very



quickly on to advanced techniques and stays there.Sure it has about 20 different songs to learn but

if your at all like me anything after the first 2 will be nigh-on impossible.The cd has one long track on

it for chrissakes meaning you have to ffwd through for half and hour.I am a musically minded kind of

chap too. My strong recommendation would be to go a book called STEP ONE: PLAY HARMONICA

by Peter Pickow, Jason A. Shulman I had much much more success with it.

Don Baker is often considered to be one of the world's finest harmonica players so I thought it would

be worth looking at this book. I was delighted to discover that it is not only informative but is also

presented in a way that is simple enough for everyone to follow. If you have always wanted to learn

the harp-now is your opportunity, with this book you can do it!
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